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Innovation meets elegance, the beauty of 
Attiro is the simplicity with which you can 
create an engineered timber �oor whilst 
retaining access to the under�oor void 
created. Attiro bene�ts from powerful 
magnetised strips that are bonded to the 
underside of the timber planks which in turn 
adhere to the steel encapsulated �oor 
panels. With a genuine oak veneer available 
in a wide choice of �nishes, you never have to 
compromise on style or function again.

* Based on Attiro applied over low pro�le TLM26 access �oor system
§ Warranty only valid when installed by an approved �tter on a Kingspan access �oor system
All genuine timber �oor products (including Attiro) require a relative humidity level of 40% to 
60% to be maintained throughout the building
+ ‘Sawmill’ and ‘Rustic Hand Scraped’ �nishes are also available.

Sourced and manufactured in italy in 
conjunction with selected trading partners

Expansion Joints

8mm expansion joints every 15m width and every 35-45m in 
length. Colour matched 8mm factory formed silicone 
material. 8-10mm expansion to be included for all perimeter 
adjustments. Performance

 Slip resistance: Dry: >60PTV  Wet: >45PTV

 Magnetic Performance

 Magnet type: Isotropic Flexible Ferrite

 Wi-Fi interference: Tested and approved

 Electrical equipment: Tested and approved incl. pacemaker  
 & telephony devices

 Panel Fire Performance 

 Reaction: EN13501:1 D�-s1

 System Sound Performance*   With   
   barrier 

 Airborne Insulation Horizontal (Dnfw): 49 dB 53 dB 

 Impact Insulation Horizontal (Lnfw): 61 dB 59 dB 
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§

Design Assist

As part of the Attiro package we o�er an industry leading 
bespoke Design Assit service. We engage at the beginning of 
the project and throughout the installation to mitigate cost 
variances, provide accuracy, predictability and e�ciency and 
develop a layout plan to fully realise your vision.

Surface Finishes

4mm European 
solid oak

0.45mm 
protective edge 
band

Micro -bevel edge

11.5mm Birch 
plywood

1mm magnetic 
strip

 Staves

 Thickness: 16.5mm Nominal

 Widths: 160mm / 180mm / 200mm

 Lengths: 1200 to 2200mm random lengths

 Surface �nish+: Hard wax oil onto ‘brushed’ surface

 Category: Magnetic dry lay

Raised access �oor interface

Tolerance: 0.75mm maximum height di�erence between 
adjancent raised access �oor panels.

Designed for use with Kingspan access �oor systems.

FSC®  ICILA-COC-002666

This product is certified FSC®

Bianco Pallido
KATT 002

Dark Decapato
KATT 004

Natural
KATT 001

Castagno
KATT 003

Noce Scuro
KATT 009

Marrone Antico
KATT 010

Wenge
KATT 011

Fumè
KATT 012

Bianco Plus
KATT 015

Sawmill Fog
KATT 014

Decapato Bianco
KATT 016

Sbiancato
KATT 013

Sawmill Fumè
KATT 006

Fog
KATT 007

Country Grigio
KATT 008

Marrone Sbiancato
KATT 005


